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by C. Flisi

Today both the shipping company and the dog transport

company sent me new documents to 5ll out and return. Never

mind that both had already sent documents that had been

dutifully completed and returned. Why make things easy? Why

not return to the days of quill and ink?

The shipping company sent four di?erent forms. Two were

straightforward, two asked for a detailed listing of everything I

have purchased abroad over the last 35 years and what was the

total market value. Plus sales receipts, evaluations, other



evidence that what I intended to ship was actually mine.

The pet transporters sent two new forms calling for the history

of my dog, a picture of my dog, and additional detailed info

about me.

Both wanted money. Only one is willing to accept a credit card.

The storage company was singularly absent from this crush of

paperwork. That alone makes me uneasy. They have been

around for 50 years and have a solid — but ever so slightly

shaded — reputation. Apparently they don’t believe in paper

trails. Nor credit cards.

Meanwhile, the bank called me this morning and wanted me to

come in and sign yet another document before they would send

assets to a non-Italian-based bank. I had signed three yesterday.

Wasn’t that enough to close an account and transfer assets?

Apparently not. This new doc wanted me to specify what I did

for a living, a question that had been missing on all three of

yesterday’s docs. After signing, I learned that the account still

wasn’t CLOSED. The removal of all assets did not close the

account. Another round of papers was needed. So I have to

return again tomorrow for more bureaucratic stu?. The

Neverending Story.

On the bright side: a buyer showed up late this morning to

carry away the two orange poltrone that had been in my family

for 75 years. He was a dealer, just as the fellow who had come

to buy them a few days ago (and had decided not to). Each has
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his own clientele, I guess, and this fellow seemed quite

con5dent about his purchase. He wasn’t bothered about the

hole, he didn’t care about the frayed fabric. He intended to

reupholster them and sell them for a pot load of pro5t.

While he was here, he looked around at the chaos. (We don’t

live in a home anymore; we live in a warehouse after a

hurricane, what Internet was like before browsers.)

Undistracted he homed in on our Scandinavian rosewood

furniture. “Give me a price,” he said. “If it’s right, I will take all

of it.”

My husband and I told him we would think about it and get

back to him. At this point, in our weakened state of resistance,

we are very tempted. Saves the time, cost, and aggravation of

storage, and ensures that when we return, we can start afresh.

On the other hand, a little voice points out, our rosewood

furniture is not Ikea. We wouldn’t be able to a?ord anything

like it upon our return. So we are vacillating.

Additional vacillation from people who said they wanted to buy

other items of ours — the refrigerator, the washer-dryer, a

unique standing mirror. The fridge and washer are a problem

because those who want them want them NOW, and I would

like to make use of them — the fridge certainly — until almost

the last day. But if I wait till the last day and then no one shows

. . . .?

Two would-be buyers had sounded adamant about buying the



mirror because it has an unusual design. One man o?ered to

pay for it weeks ago and then return with a larger vehicle to

pick it up. I didn’t accept his money in advance and just as well

because he hasn’t been heard from since. An interior decorator

wanted it and was all set to come by for it. Then she decided

that it would not 5t in her car (but shouldn’t an interior

decorator have a fairly large car?) and would I be willing to

drive it to her home in Milan for added compensation.

Calculating where she lived, I saw that my out-of-pocket costs

would almost double the price of the mirror, and anyway, I

have a small car. Plus the time it would take in these 5nal

frenetic weeks.

So the juggling continues, and so does the paper chase. The

things that can’t be juggled are all these bureaucratic

millstones. They are too damn heavy.
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